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I. INTRODUCTION 

  "It is not enough to know what we ought to say;  

   We must also say it as we ought." 

 

        -- Aristotle 

 

 Thou shalt be credible!  That's the first commandment of 

persuasion.  As Aristotle put it, "Persuasion is achieved by the 

speaker's personal character when the speech is so spoken as to 

make us think him [and her] credible."
1

 Little wonder then that 

Quintilian defined rhetoric as "the science of speaking well."
2

   Indeed, 

personality is often defined as "the pattern of collective character, 

behavioral, temperamental, emotional, and mental traits of an 

individual . . . especially those distinguishing personal characteristics 

that make one socially appealing."
3

 

 

 "Jurors gauge character largely by sound"
4

 and style.  To drive 

home his point that the word "personality" also means "by the sound," 

David Ball in his book, Theater Tips and Strategies for Jury Trials, 

challenges us to notice how much we conclude about strangers within 

                                                      

     1The Works of Aristotle, Vol. II, p. 595 (Encyclopedia Britannica, Great Books of 
the Western World, 1982). 

     2Renato Barilli, Rhetoric 35 (1989) (footnote omitted).   

     3The American Heritage Dictionary, 2nd College Edition, at 926 (1985). 

     4David Ball, Theater Tips and Strategies for Jury Trials, at 11 (NITA, 1994). 
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the first thirty seconds after they call us on the telephone.
5

  An equally 

compelling litmus test is to reflect on your thoughts and reactions 

every time you hear a CLE presenter for the first time.  This 

presentation is no exception.   

 

 We have all been irritated by voices that are nasal, twangy, 

whiny, shrill, hoarse, harsh, flat, gruff, or raspy.  And we have been 

moved by melodious, mellifluent voices with breathtaking ranges.  

Most of us know the deep, rich sonorous voice of James Earl Jones.  

And many of us with gray hair would have no trouble picking out the 

voices of Alfred Hitchcock, Vincent Price, Orson Welles, Jimmy 

Stewart, Barbara Walters, Barbara Jordan, and Howard Cosell.  The 

younger among you readily recognize the voices of Dick Vitale, Martin 

Luther King, and Paul Harvey. And, as you can tell from the examples 

just given, sometimes a person's image is tied to his or her voice. 

 

 Aristotle's admonition that we must "say it as we ought" means 

that our voice must not only express emotion and character, but it 

must also correspond to the subject discussed.   

 

Correspondence to subject means that we must neither speak 

casually about weighty matters, nor solemnly about trivial ones; 

nor must we add ornamental epithets to commonplace nouns. . . . 

To express emotion, you will employ the language of anger in 

speaking of outrage; the language of disgust and discreet 

reluctance to utter a word when speaking of impiety or foulness; 

the language of exultation for a tale of glory, and that of 

humiliation for a tale of pity; and so in all other cases.  This 

aptness of language is one thing that makes people believe in 

the truth of your story. . . .
6

   

 

Aristotle's admonition also means, for example, that we should 

never say "it was big" while gesturing small and using a weak voice.  

                                                      

     5Id. 

     6Aristotle, Rhetoric, at Chapter 7. 
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Our voice tones tell jurors what's important, what's touching, what's 

exciting, what's repulsive.   

 

  

"In some circumstances the voice (sound, not content) carries 

nearly 40% of a speaker's 'real' message."
7

 When that is true, people 

are listening to the speaker, not the speaker's words.  So, depending 

on how you use your voice, your courtroom presentation "can be 

perceived as a lack-luster lecture or as an effective, persuasive, 

memorable presentation."
8

 Your closing argument can be a "soaring 

performance or plodding drudgery."
9

 Understanding why people listen 

will help you soar. 

 

 

II. WHY PEOPLE LISTEN
10

 

 

 A. Self-Interest 

 

 We do what we do because it is good for us, fun for us, exciting, 

useful, valuable, fulfilling, aggrandizing, alluring, or problem-solving for 

us. 

 

 B. Who's Telling It 

 

 If the lawyer is perceived as a palatable leader or information-

giver, and is able to capture the jurors by force of personality or 

subject matter, jurors will listen.  We like people who are warm, 

friendly, interesting, exciting, and knowledgeable.  We do not like 

                                                      

     7Jeff Scott Cook, The Elements of Speechwriting and Public Speaking at 104 
(1989). 

     8Morleen Rouse, "The Art of Effective Communication, at ______ (NITA, 1984). 

     9Richard Lischer,  

     10See, Sonya Hamlin, What Makes Juries Listen, 17-20 (1985) for discussion on 
self interest, whose telling, and how they tell. 
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people who are pompous, dull, removed, formal, stuffy, complex, 

vague, or irrelevant. 

   

 

 C. How They Tell It 

 

 The next thing that makes people listen is technique.  We all 

know people who mesmerize us with their speaking technique.  But 

their technique -- rhythm, pace, drama, energy level, and commitment -

- is not beyond any of your abilities.  Your style may differ.  You may 

not be a fire and brimstone preacher, but you can be just as effective 

in your own way.  Work on pace.  You have a full range of emotions.  

You cry, you smile, you laugh, you whine, you grunt, you sigh.  You can 

hit "high A," and you can hit low notes too.  What's important is the 

conscious and effective use of your voice.  I refer to a voice that's 

energetic, varied, authoritative, and sincere.  I am told that a rising 

inflection or pitch on the end of a word or sentence usually implies 

doubt or raises a question; that a lowered inflection expresses finality; 

that a sentence delivered with a lower pitch usually indicates 

seriousness or sadness; and that by deliberately lowering the pitch of 

your voice or slowing down the rate of delivery, you can create a 

somber mood and make your point. 

 

 Simply put, you must be able to communicate the strength of 

your conviction in your client's cause to the jury.  You must 

understand that jurors, like all people, are hopelessly and helplessly 

willing to suspend their beliefs to get emotionally involved.  You get 

sad every time you see that death-bed scene in your favorite play even 

though you know no one dies.  Tear jerk movies tear your hearts out.    

 

 Before going further, let me emphasize that this manuscript has 

a narrow focus -- the voice as an instrument in closing argument -- and 

let me issue these caveats:   

 

 1. Eloquence is no substitute for preparation.  If you have not 

mastered the facts and legal arguments, your voice may not 
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make a difference. 

 

 2. "To be effective, a message must meet some subjective 

standard of reasonableness. . . . People want to make 

decisions that make sense."  Therefore, "arguments must 

be psychologically sound and must appeal to the instincts 

and experiences of jurors."
11

 

  

 3. Wordsmithing -- choosing the right word -- is as important 

as the way you use your voice. 

 

 4. Overly dramatic, hyperbolic, high pressured used-car-

salesperson techniques should be avoided. 

 

 5. Develop your own persuasive style, not some theatrical 

style.  In fact, "nobody is less theatrical than . . . Jimmy 

Stewart, yet we believe him."
12

   

 

 

Using your voice to ensure that your message is clearly 

understood is neither acting nor psychological trickery.  You have not 

represented your client ably or well if you monotonically drone: 

And when she hobbles into a room people stop what they are 

doing and they just stare at her.  She has no nose, no ears, and 

no left hand. . . . She suffered the pain that we will never ever 

imagine.   

Rather, you must intone so that each juror's heart shudders:  On a tone 

and pace scale, consider saying it this way: 

 And when she--hobbles-- 

                                                      

     11James Barnum, "Effective Communication," Trial, at 42 (December 1984). 

     12Joshua Karton, speaking at ATLA, National College of Advocacy Program, 
San Diego, California, July 1990. 
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     into a room -- 

 people  

 stop what they are doing -- 

 and t-h-e-y – just – s t a r e ---      

   at her.   

 She has— 

   no – nose – no – ears -- and no left hand . . . .   

  

She suffered pain that we will never – ever – ima --    

     gine. 

 

The rate of speech or cadence, the pauses, and the intonation 

should produce "chills."  And to show you how much the voice can 

"carry the day," note this:  None of you have questioned the words 

"when she hobbles in a room."  I never mentioned an injury to her legs.  

I only mentioned her nose, ears and left hand. 

 

"The best style of delivery for most … advocates, is a 

combination of the logical and the emotional delivery styles. . . . The 

advocate employing the combination style fortifies his [or her] 

argument with direct references to the evidence; at the same time, he 

[or she] keeps his [or her] argument lively and entertaining with 

anecdotes, analogies, and stories of personal experience.  [The 

advocate] is both technician and artist [who] modifies . . . the voice 

pattern to correspond to the nature of the message he [or she] wants 

to convey."
13   

                                                      

     13Jim M. Perdue, Who Will Speak For the Victim, at 43 (1989). 
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III. THE VOICE AS AN INSTRUMENT 

 

 A. Music to the Ear 

 

 How do you communicate the strength of your conviction in your 

client's cause to the jury?  How do you show jurors "that your work is 

driven by your feelings, not by your professional obligation?"
14

 You do 

so by the conscious and effective use of your voice.  Your voice should 

have a "musical power, which . . . so choose[s] the 'notes' or sounds of 

words, and sets them in such a sequence of harmony, that they 

[charm] the ear with music at the same time that they [delight] the 

mind with meaning."
15

 Your voice should have a soaring power that 

depicts "scenes and actions and secret feelings with an exact 

fidelity."
16

 When you can wax with full orchestral sounds paying proper 

homage to timber, pitch, tone intensity, tone color, tempo, and rhythm 

jurors will listen with rapt attention.  When you can feel phrasing and 

chord changes, your closing argument will have a compelling flow.   

 

 Your closing argument notes or outline should have the markings 

of sheet music:  eighth notes, quarter notes, dotted notes, half notes 

and full notes; rests; accent marks; and mood notations (crescendo; 

diminuendo; allegro; cantabile; con brio; con moto). 

 

 If you believe exhibits are important, then your voice is Exhibit 

#1.  Use your voice to punctuate, to emphasize and italicize, to 

highlight and underscore, and to accent and bold face print.  "Aside 

from adding variety of rhythm to your sentences, vocal emphasis 

                                                      

     14Ball, at 22 and 23. 

     15The Complete Play of William Shakespeare, Introduction at xx (Chatham 
River Press Paperback Library, 1984). 

     16Id. 
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bolsters clarity.  Vocal emphasis is easily accomplished by slightly 

greater volume on the specific word or phrase.  'Where were you 

Saturday night?'  'Where were you when the lights went out?'"
17 

 

 "Of all the kinds of external stimuli on human beings, we are 

more responsive to rhythm than almost anything else.  From the  

rocking cradle through the rock concerts onward to the rocking chair, 

we are constantly influenced by rhythms."
18

 "Sensitivity to rhythm 

alteration even works in our sleep!  Lighthouse keepers sleep soundly 

through the racket of their rotating beacons, but they jerk awake if the 

rhythm alters or stops (stopping is change).  The brain is attuned to 

alteration, not constancy."
19

 

 

 Rhythmic closing arguments create and sustain juror attention.  

A monotonic delivery causes jurors to lose attention.  [Remember how 

you could not get through those 50 minute law school lectures?]  

Consequently, you must alter your rhythm by using pace, tempo, 

volume, intensity and tone quality.  "For an example of rhythm's 

controlling power, read any sentence aloud.  Then read it aloud again 

exactly the same way -- but pause before any word.  This long pause is 

a rhythm break, and, as such, it emphasizes the next word or phrase 

because a pause is a . . . change and thus attracts attention. . . . If you 

combine the short pause with vocal emphasis on the desired word or 

phrase, you both clarify the point of your sentence . . . and you 

increase its impact.  . . . Variety is the spice of life and the key to jury 

attention."
20

 

 

  

B. Techniques to Ensure Vocal Variety 

 

                                                      

     17Ball, at 14. 

     18Id. at 87. 

     19Id. at 88. 

     20Id. at 87 and 88. 
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 When people tell stories or jokes, when people use anecdotes 

and analogies, when people use rhetorical questions and metaphors 

(or, for that matter, any other figurative speech), they not only become 

more animated, but also their voices have a refreshingly broad 

conversational range.  They pause appropriately, giving listeners an 

opportunity to digest what has been said.  They change pitch levels 

appropriately, creating heightened emphasis.   

 

 Consequently, you should first craft a closing argument that 

requires you to use gestures, movement, mimicry, figurative speech, 

and the full dynamism of your voice.  The "Three Little Pigs" is 

structured so that you must really "Huff and Puff" in order to blow the 

straw house down.  It takes even more huffing and puffing with the 

stick house.  And you should be, literally, out of breath as you 

demonstrate to your kids how the wolf tried to blow that brick house 

down.   

 

 Second, consciously use your voice as a storyteller would and  

create a verbal picture that impels jurors to become involved.  

Consider how the first five paragraphs of the closing argument for the 

defendant Toiler Savage Co. (the tug boat company that tried 

heroically to prevent the oil tanker from grounding) forces you and the 

jury to:  (1) look at your watch; (2) look at the ceiling; (3) visualize 

nature's uncontrollable fury; and (4) understand how, despite the 

efforts of the tug boat Superior crew, nothing could be done to save 

the oil tanker which was "12,000 feet -- four football fields -- long." 

 

Day:  Ladies and gentlemen, at this very time, three years and 33 

days ago, the J.B. John was being tossed and pitched as if it was 

a cork in a whirlpool, by waves that got as high as 40 feet.  It 

lasted all afternoon. 

 

Evening:  And when the sun went down that evening, even men 

who loved the sea lay restless in their bunks listening to the 

howling wind.  Little harbor tugs were at port, being boarded up 

and tied securely. 
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Night:  And as nature unfurled its fury throughout the night, 

Captain Griffin strained to see through the sheets of rain as the 

ocean poured across the J.B. John.  He, too, finally went to his 

bunk, but the weather was so bad that even he had no sleep that 

night. 

 

Morning:  And when the winds whirled at more than 50 m.p.h. 

that next morning, the sun rose, but there was no day.  And as 

the sea pounded, the inventions of man gave in.  Chains broke; 

50-gallon oil drums rolled like children's toys.  The rudder broke, 

and the steering gear failed.  The storm was awful!  Not quite a 

hurricane, but waves were higher than this building.  It was so 

bad that Captain Griffin would not let his crew go on deck that 

day to drop the 26,000 pound anchor. 

 

No Ordinary Boat:  And when the crew of the tug boat Superior 

approached the J. B. John, it saw not an ordinary ship but the 

world's largest ship -- a ship so long that it blocked out the  

horizon.  Now, the Superior is a big tug -- 234 feet long.  It's an 

ocean-going tug, not a little harbor tug.  But the J.B. John is 1200 

feet -- four football fields -- long!  But as the storm raged, even 

this big ship disappeared when the waves separated it from the 

tug boat Superior. 

 

 …. 

 

Third, ask questions -- rhetorical questions and other questions --

during the closing argument.  Questions create emphasis.  More 

importantly, questions force you to vary your voice pattern.  Consider 

the following beginning of a closing argument in United States v. Fred 

Peters, a drug conspiracy case: 

 

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you've heard the evidence!  

And I ask you:   

1. How many times did Fred Peters sell cocaine for William 
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Howell? 

 

  -- Zero!  Nada!  Not one time! 

 

 2. Did the government produce one shred of evidence that 

Fred Peters and William Howell had been partners before? 

 

  -- "No!" 

 

 3. How many times were Laura Hobson and William Howell 

partners in cocaine sales? 

 

  -- 20 times, by her own admission.  And one more time, your 

mind, heart, and common sense tell you, based on the 

evidence in THIS case.   

 

This case is about Laura Hobson hustling and flim-flamming the 

government so that Fred Peters who had no reputation as a drug 

dealer and who had never before sold for William Howell 

becomes "the partner" instead of her as she had been on 20 

other previous occasions.   

 

 The structure of this closing argument forces you to exclaim 

"Zero!  Nada!  Not one time!" 

 

 Fourth, purposeful movement or play-acting (for example, 

mimicking witnesses or pretending to call witnesses back to the 

stand) during closing arguments forces you to use your full vocal 

range.  Indeed, to highlight the theme in the drug conspiracy case 

mentioned above – “One on One, Ladies and Gentlemen:  Fred Peters 

against Laura Hobson” -- and to show that the entire case turns on the 

credibility of one government witness, mimic witnesses in the 

following way: 

 

The only two candidates the government had as William Howell's 

partner were Laura Hobson and Fred Peters.  After Laura 
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Hobson's immunity, there was only one candidate -- Fred Peters, 

my client. 

 

Now, Laura Hobson, you say that Fred Peters was involved.  Who 

can corroborate you?  Who can support you?  Well, let's call the 

witnesses back to the stand.  Frank Lucco, come up here and 

have a seat.  You have been sworn to tell the truth. 

 

Frank Lucco, can you corroborate Laura Hobson?  "No, Sir!  I 

never saw, talked to, or even heard of the subject prior to 

arresting him that night."  Remember ladies and gentlemen, this 

is a government drug agent with three years of experience.  He 

even has confidential informants who run the streets.  Yet, Fred 

Peters had no reputation as a drug dealer. 

 

Let's call another witness. 

Richard Louis, can you corroborate Laura Hobson?  "No."  But 

Richard Louis, you deal in drugs.  Surely you've heard of the man 

who, the government contends, can get one-half pound of 

cocaine in a couple of hours?  "No."  But Mr. Louis, I'm talking 

about the man the government contends can deliver a kilo worth 

$48,000.  "I'm sorry, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I've tried to 

be cooperative.  I even called my lawyer that night.  I turned 

state's evidence.  But I can't tell you anything about Fred 

Peters." 

 

What about Thomas Falk and William Howell?  Can they 

corroborate Laura Hobson?  Oops!  They didn't testify!  Was I 

supposed to say that?  Was I supposed to say that?  You bet your 

bottom dollar I was!  You must remember, the burden of proof is 

on the government.  They have the duty to produce evidence.  

Remember also that a reasonable doubt can be based on the 

evidence or the lack of evidence.  And if you think that's just 

lawyer's talk, if you think that's just Becton pulling a fast one on 

you, listen to the judge when he gives you instructions on 

reasonable doubt. 
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 …. 

 

When you use artificial memory devices to highlight your themes, 

jurors won't forget.  More important, you will be animated as 

necessary, and your voice will change as it naturally should. 

   

 

  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

 In circa 400 B.C., Democritus said that the voice is "the image of 

life."  In the first century B.C., Publilius Syrus said that the voice is 

"the mirror of the soul."  Your voice can be music to jurors' ears if you 

speak with passion.   

 

 I cannot envision any calling with a greater need for passion --

that strong commitment to some goal -- than trying cases.  Without 

passion there can be no compassion.  Without compassion, we would 

be but "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."  Your voice needs to be 

more than a sound.  Develop its symphonic range and its full 

orchestral sounds so you can create a tune of universal harmony in 

your closing argument.   

 

 Rufus Choate, speaking on the life of Daniel Webster, said:  "I 

never heard Webster argue to a jury that he did not leave the 

impression that he loved nothing, desired nothing, so much as the 

good and glory of America; that he did not seem to summon around 

him the whole brotherhood of states and men, and hold them to his 

heart.  This gave the freshness and energy to all of his speeches.  This 

set the tune for the universal harmony."
21

 

 

 Many lawyers have forgotten how to speak to ordinary folks.   

 

                                                      

     21Rufus Choate, January 18, 1959. 
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Worse, their minds have been smashed and serialized, and their 

brain cells restacked so that they no longer can explode in every 

direction -- with joy and love and rage.  They cannot see in the 

many colors of feeling.  The passion is gone, replaced with the 

deadly droning of the intellect.  And the sounds we make are all 

alike, like machines mumbling and grinding away, because what 

was once free -- the stuff of story-telling -- has become rigid, 

flanges and gears that convey nothing except the miserable  

sounds of mechanization.
22

 

 

 Give jurors a break.  Give your clients a break.  Give your 

pocketbooks a break.  Discard that monotonic droning.  Say it as you 

ought. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

     22Gerry Spence,  
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Conway, SC 
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The Honorable Justice Kaye G. Hearn 





Consider your portion when preparing the record on 

appeal 

 Include what you need to present your case and trim 

the unnecessary fat 



 Issue preservation and standard of review are the two 

best friends you can have on appeal—don’t neglect 

them 

Whether they help your case or hurt it, you can’t 

ignore them 



Prioritize your issues on appeal 

Piling on issues can undermine your truly meritorious 

arguments 

Don’t waste your energy on issues that will only 

distract the Court 



As an appellate lawyer your number one goal is to 

make a complicated case easy 

 It should be apparent to the Court what the issue is, 

why it should rule in your favor, and the relief that 

follows 



Make sure your brief is clean of typos and organized 

pursuant to the South Carolina Appellate Court Rules 

and the Bluebook 

Don’t leave proofreading up to your administrative 

assistant or rely on Spellcheck   



You should be able to walk into the courtroom 

confident that you know the most about the facts and 

applicable law in your case 



Oral argument should be a conversation amongst 

legal scholars, not story time 

Engage the bench and capture its attention 



Respond to the question that is asked by the Court, 

and remember, not all questions are adversarial 

 



Candor with the Court is critical 



Disagreement should not invite incivility 





Ten New Year’s Resolutions for Appellate Lawyers 

The Honorable Kaye G. Hearn 

1. Lose the weight: Consider your portion when preparing your record on appeal.  Include 

what you need to present your case and trim the unnecessary fat.   

2. Spend more time with the people that matter: Issue preservation and standard of 

review are the two best friends you can have on appeal.  Don’t make them your 

frenemies.  

3.  Clear out the clutter: Prioritize your issues on appeal.  Piling on issues can undermine 

your truly meritorious arguments.  Don’t waste your energy on issues that will only 

distract the Court. 

4. Get back to the basics: As an appellate lawyer your number one goal is to make a 

complicated case easy.  It should be apparent to the Court what the issue is, why it should 

rule in your favor, and the relief that follows.  

5. Keep a spotless house:  Make sure your brief is clean of typos and organized pursuant to 

the South Carolina Appellate Court Rules and the Bluebook.  

6. Be prepared: You should be able to walk into the courtroom confident that you know 

the most about the facts and applicable law in your case.  

7. Become more social: Oral argument should be a conversation amongst legal scholars, 

not story time.  

8. Be a better listener: Respond to the question that is asked by the Court.  Not all 

questions are adversarial.  

9. Always tell the truth: Candor with the Court is critical. 

10. Make Emily Post proud: Disagreement should not invite incivility.  

 

  

 



RULE 209 
DESIGNATION OF MATTER TO BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD ON APPEAL 

(a) Time to Serve and File. At the same time a party serves his initial brief(s) under 
Rule 208, to include a reply brief, he shall also serve on all parties to the appeal a 
Designation of Matter to be Included in the Record on Appeal which shall set forth with 
specificity those parts of the transcript, pleadings, orders, exhibits, or other materials 
which he proposes to include in the record on appeal. One copy of this Designation with 
proof of service shall immediately be filed with the clerk of the appellate court. 

(b) Content. The Designation must clearly identify what the party desires to have 
included in the Record on Appeal, and the Designation may only propose to include 
portions of the transcript, pleadings, orders, exhibits, or other materials which may be 
properly included in the Record on Appeal [See Rule 210(c) ]. A party shall not include 
any matter in his Designation which is not relevant to the appeal. 

(c) Certification. The Designation shall be accompanied by a certificate signed by the 
party's counsel of record that the Designation contains no matter which is irrelevant to 

the appeal. 

RULE 210 
RECORD ON APPEAL 

(a) Time for Service.  Within thirty (30) days after service of the last brief, the appellant 
shall serve a copy of the Record on Appeal on each party who has served a brief.  Proof 
of service of the Record shall be immediately filed with the clerk of the appellate court. 

(b) Time for Filing.  The appellant must file with the clerk of the appellate court fifteen 
(15) copies of the Record on Appeal no later than the date his brief(s) are due under 
Rule 211.  As provided by Rule 267(d), one copy filed with the appellate court shall be 
filed unbound.  The appellate court may require an appellant to file additional copies of 
the Record on Appeal. 

(c) Content.  The Record on Appeal shall include all matter designated to be included 
by any party under Rule 209 and shall comply with the requirements of Rule 267.  The 
Record shall not, however, include matter which was not presented to the lower court or 
tribunal.  Matter contained in the Record on Appeal shall be arranged in the following 
order: the title page, index, orders, judgments, decrees, decisions, pleadings, transcript, 
charges, exhibits and other materials or documents, and a certificate by 
appellant.  Each page of the Record on Appeal shall be numbered consecutively 
beginning with the index.  Where a portion of a page of the trial transcript, or a page of 
an exhibit or document, is to be included in the Record on Appeal, the entire page shall 
be included.  When a portion of an order, judgment, decision or pleading is to be 
included in the Record on Appeal, the entire order, judgment, decision or pleading shall 
be included in the Record, to include the caption and signature(s); provided, however, 
that the portion of a pleading showing verification or service shall not be included unless 



relevant to the appeal.  If the original court reporter’s numbering has been deleted, the 
Record on Appeal shall contain ellipses or other notation indicating when pages of the 
court reporter’s transcript have been omitted. 

Where witness testimony is included in the Record on Appeal, the first page of each 
witness's direct, cross, redirect and recross examination must show the name of the 
witness, the phase of examination and the name of the counsel conducting the 
examination.  If this information is not already reflected on the page, the top of the page 
shall be annotated with the required information in the following form:  John H. Doe--
Direct (Cross) (Redirect) (Recross) Examination by Mr. Smith. 

(d) Title.  The title page shall contain the caption as set forth in Rule 267.  Nothing shall 
be printed on the title page except the caption. 

(e) Index.  Every Record on Appeal shall contain an index to the principal matters 
therein to include orders, judgments, decisions, pleadings, pretrial matters, opening 
statements, testimony, motions, closing arguments, jury charges, post-trial motions and 
exhibits.  For witness testimony, the index shall show the pages on which direct, cross, 
redirect and recross examination begins. 

(f) Exhibits.  Photographs, plats and diagrams, and other paper exhibits shall be 
inserted in the Record on Appeal where they can reasonably be reduced or drawn to a 
size which permits them to be printed and inserted in the Record on Appeal, without 
folding more than one time.  Where they are larger, or do not reasonably lend 
themselves to accurate reproduction, they need not be included in the Record on 
Appeal, but shall be filed separately.  All exhibits other than paper exhibits must be 
retained in the trial court and delivered to the appellate court only upon receipt of an 
order from the clerk of the appellate court. 

(g) Certificate of Counsel.  Appellant or his counsel shall certify that the Record on 
Appeal contains all material proposed to be included by any of the parties and not any 
other material. 

(h) Review Limited to Record on Appeal.  Except as provided by Rule 212 and Rule 
208(b)(1)(C) and (2), the appellate court will not consider any fact which does not 
appear in the Record on Appeal. 
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Dave Evans’ Camera

Item 14: Seized by the Durham Police Department
on March 16, 2006

13 Hours Difference
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The DNA
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100% Exclusion





The DNA
Does Not Match Defendants, Lacrosse

Team or Mangum Boyfriend



The DNASection 2 Pubic Comb
At Least 2 Males



How Close Was This?How Close Was This?



How Close Was This?How Close Was This?

Alan Gell was Sentenced to Death in

February 1997

A Single Vote



Jenkins’ Body Found

Morris and Hall Claim
Jenkins is Killed If Allen Ray Jenkins Did Not Die

on April 3, 1995, Then Alan Gell
Is Innocent



Jenkins’ Body Found

Morris and Hall Claim
Jenkins is Killed

Sidney Jenkins sees
Jenkins Alive

Willie Hoggard sees
Jenkins Alive

Ricky Odom sees
Jenkins Alive

Donald Hale sees
Jenkins Alive

The Hunts see
Jenkins Alive

The Adams see
Jenkins Alive

Richard Jones sees
Jenkins Alive

Danny Brogdin sees Jenkins Alive

Larry Luke sees Jenkins
Alive

Benjamin Parker sees
Jenkins Alive

Paula Brabble sees Jenkins
Alive

Janelle Harris sees Jenkins
Alive

Linwood Rawls sees Jenkins
Alive

Peggy Moore sees Jenkins
Alive

Addie Wilder Stops Hearing
Sounds from Jenkins’ House

Robert Jerome Blowe sees
Jenkins

17 Witnesses Saw Allen Ray
Jenkins Alive After April 3,

1995



Open File DiscoveryOpen File Discovery



How Close Was This?How Close Was This?

Alan Gell was Sentenced to Death in

February 1997

A Single Vote



Just as, all too often,

some huge crowd is seized by a vast uprising,

the rabble runs amok, all slaves to passion,

rock, firebrands flying. Rage finds them arms

but then, if they chance to see among them,

one whose devotion and public service lend him weight,

they stand there, stock-still with their ears alert as

he rules their fervor with his words and calms their

passion

Virgil “The Aeneid” I:174-81





Observations on Crisis Management

You Will Not Always See It Coming

You May Not Even Recognize It as a

Crisis (At First)

The Value of Good Information (and Who

Has It)

Who You Are Does Not Change:

Remember Who You Are

Always Wear Clean Underwear

Do Not Be Afraid to Say You Are Sorry





How Close Was This?How Close Was This?

Alan Gell was Sentenced to Death in

February 1997

A Fingernail (and an obsession)

A Single Vote



A Pawn in Their Game



•No fingerprints linking Reade Seligmann or Collin Finnerty to bathroom

•No hairs linking Reade Seligmann or Collin Finnerty to bathroom

•No fibers linking Reade Seligmann or Collin Finnerty to bathroom

•DNA on Mangum excludes Reade Seligmann, Collin Finnerty and Dave Evans
with 100% scientific certainty

•No hairs on Mangum linking Reade Seligmann, Collin Finnerty or Dave Evans
to her

•DNA of multiple men in anal swabs, vaginal swabs and pubic comb - - All of it
EXCLUDES Reade Seligmann, Collin Finnerty and Dave Evans (as well as
Lacrosse Team)

•There is no Forensic Evidence showing that Reade Seligmann or Collin
Finnerty were ever in bathroom, let alone that they assaulted Crystal Mangum

•No vaginal bleeding, bruising or tearing

•No anal bleeding, bruising or tearing

•No blood found in Bathroom

•Crystal Mangum’s saliva/DNA not found in bathroom

•No obvious physical injuries consistent with beating and gang rape

A Fingernail(s)





“Victim”

Evidence

“Suspect”







Something Must Have Happened
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A Checklist

Oral Anal Vaginal Married

Matt
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xx xx

Adam
xx x x

April 6, 2006



Who’s Who



Who’s Who

April 4th and April 6th

April 4th

Reade Seligmann commits oral sex

Collin Finnerty is the “second one” who rapes
anally and vaginally

April 6th

Adam commits oral sex

Brett is the “second one” who rapes anally and
vaginally

Reade Seligmann = Adam

Collin Finnerty = Brett

Dave Evans = Matt

“Adam” and “Nikki” Carry to Car
Reade Seligmann (“Adam”) is Not

There



Who’s Who

December 21st

Dave Evans = Adam, Dan, Brett and Matt

Reade Seligmann = Matt and Adam

Collin Finnerty = ?

Dave Evans (Adam, Dan, Brett and Matt) - -
Anal, Vaginal and Oral Sex

Reade Seligmann (Matt and Adam) - - No Sex

Collin Finnerty (?) - - Anal and Vaginal Sex



A Checklist

Oral Anal Vaginal Married

Matt
x xx xx x

Brett
xx xx

Adam
xx x x

April 6, 2006

Brett Penetrates Anally and Vaginally

Adam Performs Sex Act in Her Face

Brett Finishes at Same Time as Adam

December 21 - - Dave Evans Does Sex Act in Face

Dave Evans = Brett and Adam

Therefore - - Dave Evans Has Sex with Her from
Behind and in Front of Her All at the Same Time









The Identification Process



The Identification Process

General Order 4077

Use an Independent Administrator

Use Minimum of 5 Fillers per Suspect

Fillers Must Resemble Description

When Showing New Suspect Avoid

Reusing Fillers

Administrators Give Identical Instructions

Do Not Give Witness Feedback

Tell Witness Suspect May Not Be In

Photos



The Identification Process

The Photo Arrays



March 16, 2006



March 21, 2006



March 16, 2006

March 21, 2006

Collin Finnerty’s Picture Was Never Shown in a
Photo Array

Collin Finnerty Did Not Resemble Any of the
Descriptions Given by Crystal Mangum



The Identification Process

March 31, 2006

The Investigation Was Dead

She Had Not Identified Anyone

She Had Not Given Descriptions That

Were Useful

She Could not Remember Anything

Further

There Was No Semen

There Was No DNA from the SBI

The Other Dancer Said It was a “Crock”



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?

Devon Sherwood Was At the Party

They Had His Picture

Why Not Show It to Her to See If

She Remembered Him and What He

Was Doing?



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?

Where Are the Pictures of Blake

Boehmler and Brent Saeli?



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?

Why Is This Videotaped?

Why Were the Photo Arrays Not

Videotaped?



The Identification Process

April 4, 2006Was It an Identification

Process?

She Has Identified Reade as a

Witness

Why Not Ask to Speak with Him

Specifically?

Why Show Her Another Picture of the

Same Person Who She Has Already

Said Did Not Attack Her?



April 4, 2006

Openly Videotaped

At Least 4 Investigators With Her

No Independent Administrator

No Fillers

She Is Told that She Will See Everyone Who is

At the Party

She is Given Feedback with Her Identifications



December 21, 2006
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100% sure he was100% sure he was

the one who madethe one who made

her perform oral sexher perform oral sex
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have sexhave sex

Dave EvansDave Evans

performs oralperforms oral

sexsex
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Does NotDoes Not

RecognizeRecognize

Dave EvansDave Evans

April 4April 4thth

Looks justLooks just

like himlike him

without thewithout the

mustachemustache

90% sure he90% sure he

was the onewas the one

who attackedwho attacked

if he had aif he had a

mustachemustache

DecemberDecember

2121stst

He did notHe did not

have ahave a

mustachemustache

He had aHe had a

“five o’clock“five o’clock

shadow”shadow”



March 16, 2006

March 21, 2006

Collin Finnerty’s Picture Was Never Shown in a
Photo Array

Collin Finnerty Did Not Resemble Any of the
Descriptions Given by Crystal Mangum
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No Description ofNo Description of

Her AttackersHer Attackers
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one” who put hisone” who put his

penis in her vaginapenis in her vagina

Her eyes “pool” withHer eyes “pool” with

tearstears



March 16March 16thth

March 21March 21stst

FinnertyFinnerty

Matches NoMatches No

DescriptionDescription

of Herof Her

AttackersAttackers

April 4April 4thth

He is theHe is the

“second one”“second one”

who put hiswho put his

penis in herpenis in her

vaginavagina

Her eyesHer eyes

“pool” with“pool” with

tearstears

DecemberDecember

2121stst

Can’tCan’t

rememberremember

whetherwhether

penis waspenis was

put in herput in her

vaginavagina



Who Else Did She Identify?



April 4, 2006



March 16, 2006



April 4, 2006



She Identifies Brad Ross with Certainty as
Being at the Party in both the Photo Array

and the Powerpoint Identification

Brad Ross was in Raleigh When She was
at the Party
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100% Does Not Recognize
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April 4, 2006





The “Injuries”





Moez Elmostafa
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The Attorney General of North
Carolina





Each electropherogram shall be analyzed independently of other

electropherograms



Evidence electropherograms shall be analyzed independently of

reference electropherograms
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The Attorney General of North
Carolina





The False Accuser




